Learn to live life here

IIM Bangalore is a home away from home, where students get to learn the values of hard work, discipline and the art of chilling out.

Squares and addas on campus

Hot spot on campus is the quad where between the hostel block, Parvati, a cafe and the canteen, fine dining and quick snacks are served.

The best thing on the campus menu is parathas with butter and tea in the morning. Breakfast usually comprises a plate of fruits served with milk.

When do classes begin? The first one is held at 8 a.m. and the last one at 10:30 p.m. On an average, there are 2-3 classes a day.

Do you have curfew hours on campus? The only curfew imposed is by students when there's a match going on.

What are your rooms in hostels like? Beautiful. In terms of both the view they offer and the location and facilities.

What are some of the facilities in the institute? We have common rooms, sports, a music school, some cafes and the KRC with meeting rooms.

There is no typical day in the life of a student at IIM Bangalore. Each day brings its own new set of experiences and fresh learnings, says Padmavathi Khemamurti, a student.
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Discover the vibrant life of IIM Bangalore every day with our exclusive insights and updates on campus life, student experiences and more. Stay tuned for more on IIM Bangalore!"